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From Hell to the Pure Land

or my article this month, I would like to share a wonderful conversation that I had
with one of our members of the Orange County Buddhist Church, Junji Sarashina.
Junji is a survivor of the atomic bomb in Hiroshima. He has done extensive work
for Hiroshima A-bomb survivors and has been interviewed extensively about his
experience by both journalists in Japan and over here.
Junji recalled that the blast knocked him completely flat on the ground on his face.
Because his back was turned to the blast, he wasn’t burned as badly as he could
have been. People didn’t even know what had hit them. No one knew what an atom
bomb was or how powerful it could be. People didn’t know the effects of radiation or
anything. Parents who had missing children lost in the blast went daily to the city trying
to find their lost child. Every day that they went into the city, they became exposed to
the radiation, and in a few days became sick and died of radiation poisoning.
Junji recalled coming to a river, where many people had gone into because they were
burned, but could not climb out of the river. A man reached out with his arms to ask for
help, and when Junji tried to pull the man out of the river, the man’s skin came off of his
arms instead. It was just unbelievable devastation and suffering. In Junji’s own words,
he “saw hell with his own eyes.”
(Continued on page 3)
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I think that someone who has seen hell with their own eyes has no fear of hell in
an afterlife that many religions talk about. Such concepts of hell are a reflection of
something created by man himself. “Certain” people fall into hell. Certain people get
this kind of punishment, and other people get that kind of punishment. Such kinds of
hell are mere concepts, creations of man. They are the reflections of unenlightened man
that discriminates and judges.
For someone like Junji Sarashina, how could you even conceive of a hell as terrible as
the one he saw with his own eyes? Nothing we could imagine as a hellish realm could
ever come close to the actual hell that he saw.
In our conversation, Junji shared something very interesting with me. Junji said that
since he saw hell with his own eyes, he felt that the Pure Land is something that we see
with our own eyes as well. Because hell to him is not some “other world” in the afterlife,
then it also follows that the Pure Land is not a realm in the afterlife but is something
that we can see and should see in this life. It was a wonderful and unforgettable
conversation I had with him.
Junji went on to say, “If I am enjoying having a conversation with a friend, or I am
enjoying dinner with my family, what can be better than that? Isn’t that the Pure Land?
Why should the Pure Land be something that I have to wait until death to know?”
The issue of whether the Pure Land is something we can know in this life is a highly
debated issue in Jodo Shinshu. I have to admit that I am not a traditionalist in that
regard, and I agree with Junji. Such a debate for a person like Junji is absurd because in
his own life, he has seen both hell and the Pure Land.
The Shin Buddhist Myokonin, Saichi, wrote a poem about hell and the Pure Land in the
following manner:

Reverend Marvin Harada
(714) 323-6843 cell
marvinharada@gmail.com

Reverend Matt Hamasaki
(916) 926-2221
Mnhamasaki@gmail.com

I cannot fall in to hell.
Hell is right here.
This place is hell,
And hell is where we dwell.
Where is Saichi’s Pure Land?
Saichi’s Pure Land is right here.
Where is the borderline of the Pure Land
		
in this world?
The eyes are the borderline of the Pure Land
		
in this world.
Where is Saichi’s Pure Land?
Saichi’s Pure Land is in my heart.
It is, it is,
Namu Amida Butsu.
This floating world is wretched,
but this floating world becomes the Pure Land.
I’m joyful
Namu Amida Butsu.

Sensei Koichi Mizushima
(916) 704-1493
bkmizu@gmail.com

In this world I enjoy the Pure Land.
This world transforms into the Pure Land.
I’m joyful
Namu Amida Butsu.
pp. 69–70, “The Buddhist Concept of Hell,” by Daigan and Alicia Matsunaga
It is apparent to me that Saichi did not regard the Pure Land as a place that we go after
we die, but instead saw it as the world of Namuamidabutsu that we live in now. Saichi
saw both hell and the Pure Land in this world. The eyes are the borderline with which
we see either hell or the Pure Land.

President Brian Hatano
(916) 806-2187
brianhatano58@gmail.com

I am grateful to Junji Sarashina for the wonderful conversation and for sharing how he
sees and understands Jodo Shinshu in his life.
Namuamidabutsu.
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n trying to explain the different traditions that we have within Jodo Shinshu in
America, I think one which we participate in often but isn’t explained too much
in depth is that of the Shotsuki Hoyo service. Usually, a temple will designate one
Sunday per month as a monthly memorial service. Then, all the names of the temple
members who had passed away that month will be read and during the sutra chanting,
the family members will offer incense or oshoko. But why do we do this and where
does it come from?
The service can be traced back to Japan. The history beyond that is difficult to trace
exactly to the root, but there is definitely influence from Chinese traditions, although it’s
hard to say exactly what it is. Nonetheless, in Japan, they do not have regular Sunday
service. Instead, the families may go to the temple for everyday morning service or for
special occasions. For memorial services, the minister will actually go to the families’
houses! This is why it is important for each house to have an obutsudan, or home altar.
The word Shotsuki comes from Shotsuki Meinichi. Meinichi is translated as “death
anniversary” but literally means (mei 命) life (nichi 日) day. Sho (祥) means auspicious
and tsuki (月) means month. So the day and the month on which someone passed away
every year, the minister would come to the house and do a service for the person (or
people) who passed away on that day. Some homes even observe a Tsuki Meinichi,
meaning that every month on the day someone passed away, they would have a service.
One minister told me that he heard of a family that practiced this and had a book with
names of deceased loved ones for every day of the month!
In America, the way the culture is, the way the cities are built, and the infrastructure of
the temples has changed greatly, and it wasn’t feasible to have services like they did in
Japan. It was too complicated, and so instead of having the minister go to everyone’s
house, they would have a service that everyone would go to anyways on a Sunday and
have it for everyone’s family there.
Now that we have some of the history and where it came from, we can start looking at
why we have these services. Looking at the meaning of the words, we see that it isn’t
such a sad or depressing event. “Life day” and “Auspicious month” have more of a
lucky or grateful feeling to it. And the word Hoyo is composed of the characters ho (法)
meaning Dharma and yo (要) meaning essential point. Together we understand that the
Shotsuki Hoyo is an opportunity for us to show gratitude to the loved ones who have
been integral our lives. It is also an opportunity to come into contact with the teachings
of the Buddha and the true reality of our existence. By having a service every year, we
keep the memory of our loved ones alive and respect and honor them by reflecting on
how they continue to influence our lives.
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Annual Bazaar

Kitade.

ne of the reasons the Bazaar is able to run efficiently — in addition to the work
of hundreds of volunteers from the sangha and friends of the church — is the
behind-the-scenes organization of the Bazaar People Power Coordinator, Cindy

She worked with booth chairs to assess their needs, and with leaders of the temple’s
organizations to enlist their members to fill shifts.
Cindy set up an easy and efficient way to volunteer for the many work shifts that
needed manning at Signup.com. A link was posted on the Betsuin website, on our
Facebook page, and connected through VolunteerMatch in addition to Signup.com.
Cindy noted that the majority of recruitment came from individuals reaching out to
their friends and family through email, social media, phone calls, text messages and
calling in favors.
Thank you, Cindy, for ensuring that people and volunteer opportunities were matched
and that jobs were filled.
Much appreciation goes to the co-chairs — Gordon Nitta, Sherman Iida and Robbie
Midzuno — for their leadership.
Of course, the success of the Bazaar is possible only because of the efforts of everyone
who helped. Your dedication is much appreciated!
THANK YOU to those who worked construction before Bazaar, worked behind the
scenes to prepare food (special thanks to the women of SBWA who worked from
midnight to early morning Friday and Saturday to make delicious sushi), chaired a
booth, worked a shift (or two or three) during the Bazaar, helped at tear-down and
cleanup, hauled garbage, or made purchases of food, merchandise and raffle tickets to
contribute to the Bazaar’s overall success.
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General Meeting on October 14

We will hold our annual General Membership meeting on Sunday, October 14 at 10:30–
11 am. The meeting coincides with Dharma School. Members are invited to attend the
meeting in the Kaikan while their children are attending class. Light refreshments will
be served.
Board of Trustees Election

The Board of Trustees consists of 30 elected sangha members, each serving a three-year
term. The terms are staggered, meaning each year, 10 of the trustees’ terms expire. Each
incumbent trustee has the option to be placed on the ballot to be considered for reelection.
A call for nominations was sent to all sangha members on July 5. Nominations closed
on August 20. After nominees are validated on September 15, a ballot will be mailed
to each Betsuin member. If more than 10 nominees are on the ballot, the ballots will be
opened and counted at the Board of Trustees Annual Meeting in October to determine
the 10 who received the most votes, thereby earning election to the Board of Trustees for
the term 2019–2021. The 10 elected trustees’ names will be published in the Sangha.
Matsuyama Entourage Visits

I enjoyed visiting with our Troop 50 Boy Scouts and their families who held a Sayonara
Party on July 30 for the seven scouts (six boys, one girl) from Matsuyama as part of the
annual exchange program.
The scouts took turns giving a short speech in their non-native languages to say thank
you and express how they enjoyed their visit. I liked hearing the scouts from Japan
deliver their messages in English as much as our scouts speaking their version of
Japanese as best they could. They’re all to be commended for their effort.
During their one-week homestay, the group went to City Hall and met council
members; toured the State Capitol; went camping and canoeing at Lake Oroville;
and spent the day in San Francisco. Individuals went mining for gold in Placerville,
shopping, visited Old Sacramento and the Crocker Art Museum, went to the State Fair,
and played games at a park.
In August 2019, seven scouts and two leaders from Troop 50 will visit Matsuyama. This
is the 35th year of this wonderful program. It seems like just yesterday, but was in fact
2006 that I traveled to Matsuyama with Calvin Hara and our three scouts, Bryant Lee,
Bryson Hatano and Jared Hara. Good times.
Obon

In July, the annual Obon festivities included ObonOdori and the Hatsubon service. We were honored
to have Reverend Nobuo Haneda as our guest
speaker. During his visit, he visited with Reverends
Bob and Patti Oshita, and retired minister’s wives,
Mrs. Futaba and Mrs. Ono. Reverend Haneda said
that those ministers along with Issei ministers had
invited him to speak at their temples many times
and that he often thought of the difficulties that
the Issei ministers experienced in their mission to
introduce Shinran’s teaching in America.
At the Obon, I realized how many people play
an integral part in enhancing the experience:
the Sakura Minyo Doko Kai (singers); Henry
Mizushima (emcee and music/sound); Sacramento
Taiko Dan; and Reverend Matt Hamasaki for
offering an opening message and joining the
instructors on stage to help the rest of us follow
the steps. We appreciate all of them, especially the
instructors.
You can learn more about the instructors in the July issue of the Sangha. I want to thank
our resident sensei group for lending their expertise at Obon and practices — Donna
Inouye Wong, Kathi Omoto Goto, Linda Rickards Ito, Sandy Kataoka Fong, Robyn
Inaba Kim, Ashley Kimiye Wong.
All were taught by the late Sensei Hanayagi Juteimai (Mrs. Lily Tanabe), and are now
under the leadership of Donna, who is in her 37th year as an instructor. Thank you
all for your ongoing involvement and dedication at Obon. We provided electric fans
for you, but you had to endure the summer heat wearing a kimono and accessories.
Arigato.
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hank you, SBWA ladies, for coming out to help with the sushi and chirashi
preparation for the Bazaar. It was a lot of work, but also a lot of fun working
together to make it another very successful Bazaar. Thank you to our SBWA
members who brought out family members and friends to make the actual work time
go by so quickly. Thank you, everyone, for bringing snacks, fruits and baked goods for
all of the workers to enjoy. And, of course, thank you to Reiko Kurahara and her crew
for preparing and serving the great lunch.
Sushi Making

Here is a “Thank you” from SBWA President Loleen Nakano, who along with Irene
Takeda, co-chaired the sushi making for the Bazaar:
Just wanted to send a very big THANK YOU from Irene Takeda and me to all the people who
helped make our sushi this year. This message does not measure the amount of our appreciation
to all those who helped. This is extended to all those who gave their time getting ready for the
weekend preparation… including the office staff, those who purchased all of our supplies, washed
and cooked our rice, and prepared all the ingredients to make our sushi, and to all of the night
owls who arrived starting at 2 a.m. to make, pack and sell our delicious end product. No job was
insignificant — from setting up tables, washing our dishes, tubs and towels, to moving all of
our ingredients and supplies back and forth, making our treats and meals, to actually picking up
the rice that fell on the floor and cleaning up and putting everything away again. We hope that,
along with the hard work, you all got to see old friends, meet new people and had a good time.
Hopefully we will see you next year. Save the dates — second weekend in August.
Thank you again,
Loleen Nakano and Irene Takeda
Craft Booth

The SBWA had another very successful craft booth, chaired by Shirley Kato. Thank
you for helping Shirley by taking a shift during the Bazaar to help sell the many items
donated this year. Here is Shirley’s report, which reflects donations of items to the craft
booth since last month’s SBWA article:
Thank you to all who helped put together another successful year for the Bazaar craft
booth! Past SBWA craft reports included those individuals who donated or coordinated
craft projects earlier in the year.

Office Manager

Cindy Kitade

Office Project
Coordinator

Jennifer Nitta

Front Desk Staff

Kellie Morioka

Betsuin Office

(916) 446-0121

Sangha Helpers

Shiyoko Futaba
Sumiye Hamamoto
Yukiko Hashisaka
Ruth Hayashi
Meriko Hoshida
Sanaye Imajo
Mae Kaneko
Alice Kataoka
Jane Komure
Mutsuko Noguchi
Helen Sakaishi
Lynn Sunahara
Virginia Uchida
Faye Uyemura

This report includes those who donated items in August: Jane Komure (more
scrubbers!); Kathi Goto and Cheryl Lieu (walker pouches); Irene Takeda (maple trees
and more plants!); Linda Otani, Virginia Herte, Karen Yoshikawa, Marian Uchida, and
Emi Koshimizu (plants and bulbs); Sandy Nishio (plants and kimonos); Seiko Hara
(Japanese children’s vests); Randall Ishida (origami cranes); Lisa Lee (head coverings);
Tim Castle (happi coats); Rieko Inaba and Reiko Kurahara (miscellaneous items); Joanne
Nishimura (glass necklaces); Judy Inaba (paper ornaments and scrubbers); Hazel
Kamada (cool ties); Dan Yamamoto (butterfly mobiles); Masako Fukuda (ornaments,
doll clothes, birthday signs, and other craft items); Shirley Nishida (crocheted jar
openers); Kathy Yamamoto (scrubbers); Virginia Uchida (fuikins); Beverly Tanaka
(checkbook and tissue box covers); Colleen Warner (scrubbers and fuikins); Meriko
Ishigaki (origami cranes); Sharon Oguro (decorated notepads and cards); Katsuko
Hirota (Japanese dishes, happi coats, and other items); and Misa Oshiro (scrubbers,
paper ornaments, and beautiful table runners).
Thank you to the volunteers for their help in setting up the booth, working a shift or
more, and/or assisting in making the MANY craft items we had for sale this year! It
was very much appreciated!
Another SBWA Activity — Report from Gayle Kono

Our SBWA members volunteer at community events too!

The Alzheimer’s Association requested help with its Fab 40’s 5K Run/Walk on July 28,
2018 in East Sacramento. SBWA ladies and friends came through with flying colors,
preparing and passing out refreshments and awards, monitoring the racecourse and
helping kids in and out of the bounce house. Members who donated their time and/
or funds were Gloria Inaba, Lori Itow, Jean Kashiwada, Shirley Kato, Sensei Keith Kato,
Utako Kimura, Loleen Nakano, Barbara Nakatomi, Irene Takeda, Virginia Uchida,
Sueko Yamashita, Elaine Yoshikawa and Gayle Kono. Thank you, everyone! The event
organizers, runners and walkers were so appreciative.
If you are interested in helping at the next Alzheimer’s Association Walk on September
29 at Raley Field, please contact Gayle Kono at gayle_kono@yahoo.com.
Next SBWA Meeting

The next SBWA Board meeting is scheduled for Wednesday, September 5, 2018, starting
at 5:45 p.m. in the Hondo for a short service by Reverend Matt Hamasaki, followed by
the meeting in Classrooms 1 and 4.
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elcome to the month of September! By the time this article is delivered to
everyone, Obon will be a distant memory and Bazaar should also be a fond
blip of recent current events.

During July, how many of you followed the saga of the boys’ soccer team who were
trapped in the cave in Thailand? Current world events usually focus on parts of our
humanity that appear to be a bit broken. While teetering on the brink of either triumph
or tragedy, this event seemed to focus the attention of people all around the world.
So the tale started simply enough. After a weekend soccer tournament, the boys wanted
to go into the cave, trek in for a bit to write their names on the cave walls. As with most
life events, timing is everything.
Very soon after they entered the cave, due to continuing rain, the first part of their cave
journey was underwater. Underwater meant no going back to the cave opening, only
forward and further into the cave. Their retreat flooding happened for many hours or
even a couple of days until the boys could go no further and stopped on a bit of high
ground in the cave.
What would you do? Can’t move forward and can’t move back any longer, so you
do the only thing you can do and that is wait. Cold… wet… water literally running
through this portion of the cave like a river… no light… no food for at least nine days…
no hope in sight.
After nine days of no light, food, warmth, security, and only water off the cave walls…
the boys began to think they were hallucinating… seeing a faint light in the water where
before there was no light. The light started to move, grow brighter, until it was clear that
this was no hallucination! Then, a British diver popped up out of the water and made
the most unexpected find… 12 boys and their coach, alive. While the scene would be
expected to be one made up of chaos and panic, it was the opposite. The boys were all
sitting at each other’s sides, calm, relaxed… and meditating! When video of the boys
was first shown to their parents, they were shocked and commented, “Look at how
calm they were, sitting there waiting… no one was crying… it was astonishing.” These
boys were under the watchful eye of someone who spent almost 10 years living the life
of a Buddhist monk.
We have spoken many times about what Buddhism can do for us in our daily lives…
emptying our trash and allowing us to clear our lives and be more mindful… allowing
us to change perspectives and develop a Positive Mental Attitude… being more tolerant
while driving on I-5… helping us see the world with our Dharma eyes open to change
and oneness… and the list goes on and on. I guess we can now add surviving in a
flooded cave!
How can Buddhism do that!?
Let’s talk about the soccer coach.
Ekapol Chanthawong (Coach Ake) is the 25-year-old soccer coach. Ekapol trained as
monk and the focus of his Buddhist practice was mindfulness meditation. Ekapol lived
as a monk for over a decade before becoming a soccer coach. Ekapol went to live in a
monastery at the age of 12 after being orphaned, leaving the monastery at 24 to care for
his ill grandmother. He was then hired as the assistant coach of the team known as the
Wild Boars!
According to accounts, he taught the boys ages 11 to 16 to meditate in the cave to keep
them calm and preserve energy. Coach Ake even had each boy meditate for an hour
before they were brought out of the cave.

Please be aware that articles
for the Sangha are due on
the 15th of each month. Late
articles will be published in
the following month’s issue
When sending articles by
email, please send email to:
vibrocount@lanset.com with
a cc to: betsuinoffice@gmail.
com and inform the church
office at 446-0121. Please
include the author’s name.
Thank you.

After this news broke about the boys and coach meditating, there all of a sudden
seemed to be a wealth of medical and scientific opinion about the benefits of meditation.
The clinical research has shown that this mindfulness meditation can reduce anxiety,
depression, as well as pain. Meditating while being trapped in a cave would certainly
be a useful practice and maybe even one that saved lives and prepared these young men
for their rescue. What a gift the coach gave to his team. This practice cultivated in them
peace, kindness, clarity and being calm.
Now another aspect of this story is the clarity with which Coach took responsibility for
this ordeal. One of the first things Ekapol did once out of the cave, was write a letter of
apology to the families of the boys. In this letter, he promises to continue to take care of
the boys as best as he can.
As the coach and boys spent time in the hospital, they had a short memorial ceremony
and paid respects to the Thai Navy diver who sacrificed his life so that the rescue of the
boys could be successful.
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Now one of the boys is not Buddhist, but certainly, even continuing to follow his own
path, he may have a renewed awareness of the positive impact that meditation can
have.
Lastly, just this past week, 11 of the boys started a nine-day basic ordination program as
monks in the same temple that Ekapol lived for so many years. While joining the ranks
as novice monks, they also stated this practice was begun to further pay respect for the
diver who lost his life preparing the rescue.
There are so many layers to this story. This event brought the world together. Some
people called it a miracle. Some people called it a practical application of science and
technology. All I know is it happened, and it is a great example of the human spirit and
drive to take risk unselfishly for others. This is the world I know… this is the world I
want to live in.
We can also take away the very practical lesson of spending time in mindful
meditation—taking a few minutes each and every day to check in with ourselves to
reduce our stress and better prepare ourselves for the journey of the day.
In closing, the words of Vietnamese Buddhist teacher Thich Nat Hanh seem
appropriate:
“Meditation can help us embrace our worries, our fears, our anger; and that is very
healing. We let our own natural capacity of healing do the work.”
Namo Amida Butsu

Legacy
Endowment
Fund
Greg Matayoshi

T

he primary purpose of the Legacy Endowment Fund is to fund projects that
help cultivate, promote and sustain the Jodo Shinshu tradition. As a Legacy
Endowment Fund Board member, I have been fortunate to see some of the results
of these efforts. I was speaking with one of our young sangha members who recently
attended the Buddhist Churches of America (BCA) youth retreat in Berkeley and asked
her to share her experience at the retreat and what she learned. The following is a short
essay she provided that I would like to share:
One of the most important teachings at the BCA’s first Buddhist Youth Retreat in Berkeley
was that of “Naikan,” a journey of self-understanding guided by three questions: What have I
received from others? What have I given others? What troubles and difficulties have I caused
others?
We had several meetings with reverends and social workers to guide us through the week-long
experience. As I reflect on our Betsuin, I think most about what our Betsuin provides for its
youth such as Boy and Girl Scouts, basketball, and JYBA. Various organizations within the
Betsuin such as the Legacy Endowment Fund, Adult Buddhist Association, and Sacramento
Buddhist Women’s Association all generously provide financial and social support for other
important experiences, such as the Young Buddhist International Cultural Study Exchange
and Asian cultural events in art, music, dance, and theatre.
I had the opportunity to experience how the Sacramento Betsuin and other Buddhist churches
from Seattle to Denver to Orange County provide support for their youth through all 20 kids
sharing our experiences with each other. The support that we have received throughout our
lives had guided us to this Buddhist Youth Retreat over the summer, and we feel that we are
even more prepared to incorporate Buddhist teachings in our lives as we move forward to
college.

Sangha Staff

Through the continued support of the sangha and growth of the Endowment Fund, we
hope to fund more programs and project that help promote the Jodo Shinshu tradition.
If you have ideas for other programs and projects that could use the support of the
Endowment Fund, please contact us through the church office.

Editor (English) Cliff Adams
Editor (Japanese) Katsuko
Hirota
Contributing Reporters

President
SBWA

Minister Assts
Endowment
Dharma School
Girl Scouts
Technology

Brian Hatano
Keiko Jean
Kashiwada
Tim Castle
Greg
Matayoshi
Valerie Fong
Patti Oshita
Stuart Ito

Welcome New Members
Amy Fujishige
Dennis Muramoto
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Betsuin – Deep-Cleaning Season: Thank You!

any thanks to everyone for your understanding and flexibility during the last
few weeks of August, as we deep-cleaned the Temple. All carpeting and pews
in both Hondos, stairwells, the Nokotsudo and the Office were cleaned, as
were all the CarpetDeck tiles. Floors have been stripped and waxed, various
repairs and upgrades were completed. A busy few weeks to make everything
“like new” again after Bazaar, and to start off fresh for the new Dharma School
year!
More Thank Yous…

When you stop by the Office, you’ll see some changes in our staffing. Bazaar
weekend marked a transition for us, as the month of August saw us sending
both Keri Castle and Aaron Kitade off with our gratitude for jobs well done!
They also took our best wishes with them as they head off to further their
academic careers — Keri to the teaching credential program at California State
University, Sacramento, and Aaron to pursue his interest in photography at the
California College of the Arts.
Cindy, Koichi, Jennifer, Kellie and, of course, Reverend Matt, will still be here
to assist you!
2018 Bazaar T’s, Tanks and Aprons Available

If you missed out on this year’s beautifully designed Bazaar gear… no worries!
Available for purchase in the Office, you can find Aaron Louie’s wonderful
“Setting Sun & Clouds” design — red, salmon & blue — on black T-shirts
(Men’s and Women’s cuts), tank tops (Men’s only) and aprons. Prices are $10
for sizes M-XL; $12 for size XXL and aprons.
Upcoming Dates

Sunday, 9/2/18 – No Sangha Service
Monday, 9/3/18 – Betsuin Closed in observance of Labor Day
Sunday, 9/9/18
		
9:30 a.m. – First Day of Dharma School Family Service (no class)
		
10:15 a.m. – Dharma School Registration
		
10:30 a.m. – Dharma Discussion
		
11:30 a.m. – Shotsuki Hoyo Memorial Service
Sunday, 9/16/18 – Fall Ohigan (CHANGED FROM 9/23) – Reverend Marv will be our
speaker
		
9:30 a.m. – Family Ohigan Service
			
No Dharma School Class – Look for Sign-in Sheets in the Hondo entry
		
10:30 a.m. – Japanese Ohigan Service (Main Hondo)
		
10:30 a.m. – Dharma Discussion (Little Hondo)
Sunday, 9/23/18
		
9:30 a.m. – Dharma School Family Service
		
10:15 a.m. – First Day of Dharma School Classes
		
10:30 a.m. – Dharma Discussion

New Sound
System in
Hondo
Stuart Ito
Technology Committee
Chairperson
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Hello Sangha Members,

new audio system is being installed in the Hondo that will allow the use of
wireless headsets for private listening. If all goes to plan, headsets will be
available in the Hondo (pick up in the Hondo entryway) starting Sunday,
September 9. You will need to sign for them and return them after service is over.
Sangha members have asked if they can purchase their own headset. The answer is yes!
In addition to listening at church, this is a universal system and can be used at other
venues. For example, if you go to the Music Circus or Kings game or any other public
event, they should have this system.
If you would like to purchase a headset there are four different kinds:
• Headset that covers both ears.
• Headset that clips on one ear. This is what will be available from the church.
• Inside the ear canal headphones. For those with hearing aids, you will need to
remove the hearing aid to insert the headphones.
• Neckloop. You wear a neckloop (like a necklace) around your neck and it will send
the sound directly into your hearing aids. You MUST have a compatible hearing aid
or it will not work. REPEAT — you must have a compatible hearing aid or it will not
work. Please confirm with your audiologist if your hearing aid is compatible with
neck loop technology.
We will have examples of each type of headset to try and an order form starting on
September 9. The prices vary with type of headset, but expect to pay $107 for the base
unit and then between $16 to $26 for the headset ($52 for the neckloop).
Happy listening!

September 2018

Girl Scouts
Rev. Patti Oshita
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D

uring the summer, Cadettes 3 attended Camp Menzies as a troop for Zombie
Apocalypse Preparation (ZAP) training. They learned survival skills, honed
their marksmanship with archery, developed their leadership abilities, and
patrolled Camp Menzies. Ultimately, the escape room challenge thwarted their efforts,
but they did have a good time.
The highlight of the year for Seniors 1 was planning and hosting Troop 569’s annual
World Thinking Day.
They hope everyone enjoyed learning about other cultures and wish to thank everyone
for donating socks to benefit the Sacramento Food Bank’s Family Services. Seniors 1
closed out the year by bridging to Ambassadors
and bonding over dinner at a food truck event.
Ambassadors 2 celebrated their high school and
Girl Scouts graduation by taking their last trip as
Girl Scouts to Newport Beach the last week in July.
With money earned and saved throughout the
years, the troop rented a beach home and spent
time relaxing at Corona Del Mar Beach and enjoyed
a fun-filled day at Disneyland.
Ambassadors 2 would like to give thanks for the
wonderful support from the Sacramento Betsuin
and to Troop 569 for offering a special Girl Scouts
community for the girls and leaders.
Congrats to Allison, Stephanie, Sarah H, Sarah U,
Josephine, and Julia, who are all college bound!
Ambassadors 3 also recently celebrated their high
school and Girl Scouts graduation.
To wrap up their final year, they had a graduation
photo shoot and dinner, volunteered at the
Sacramento Food Bank, cooked spam for Obon,
and helped at the annual Bazaar.
Ambassadors 3 would like to express their
gratitude to Sacramento Betsuin, Troop 569, FOG
ST, their parents, and former leaders Yvonne Otani
and Sue Takeda.
For college, the girls are headed to Southern
California, Illinois, and staying local.
Congratulations to Elizabeth, Gabby, Jaime, Kelly,
and Sarah!

Dharma School
Valerie Fong

H

ello! September is here and the new Dharma School term is about to begin. We
hope everyone had a wonderful summer break enjoying fun activities with
family and friends.

Let’s begin with some important dates:

Sunday, September 9: This is the first day of Dharma School beginning with service
at 9:30 a.m. IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING SERVICE, student registration will be
held in Classrooms 1 through 4 across the hall from the Kaikan. Parents can complete
registration forms and emergency forms for each of their students. No Dharma School
class.
Sunday, September 16: Dharma School Service will begin at 9:30 a.m. After service, all
students will head to their classrooms. Signs will be posted with room assignments.
The registration process will continue with registration forms and emergency forms
available in each classroom. Students will remain in the classroom for Dharma School
class.
We ask that when completing the registration form and the emergency form that all
requested information is printed legibly. A current 2” x 3” (approximate) photo of your
student in regular clothing (no costumes) is needed for the emergency form.
Bazaar 2018 — August 11 and 12

“Thank you!” to everyone who helped on Saturday and Sunday with outdoor bussing.
A great job by all to keep the large eating area clean and tidy. “Thank you!” to Richard
Kai, former Dharma School superintendent, for leading the bussing effort.

September 2018

Dharma School
(Continued)
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We are looking for Teacher Assistants (TAs)

Application packets are available in the church office for students who are interested
in being consider as a classroom TA. Included in the packet are the instructions for
preparing a personal statement and the TA performance expectations. Applicants must
be 9th grade or higher as of September and able to maintain a minimum attendance rate
of 75%. Personal statements should be placed in an envelope, addressed to the Dharma
School Superintendent, and dropped off in the church office for review. Placements
will be based on the completeness of the personal statement, as well as the needs of
the teachers before student preferences. Personal statements will be reviewed and
placements announced prior to Sunday, September 16, which will be the first day that
teachers and students will be in the classroom.
We look forward to the beginning of the 2018–2019 Dharma School term with all of you!
With gassho.

2018 Family
Memorial
Service
Schedule

T

raditionally, family memorial services are held for loved ones on designated
anniversaries. These are precious occasions to honor the treasured memories of
our beloved ones and to realize how fortunate we are to be embraced by Amida
Buddha’s light of wisdom and life of compassion.
Year of Death		

2017 Memorial

2017...................................................1 year
2016...................................................3 year
2012...................................................7 year
2006...................................................13 year
2002...................................................17 year

Year of Death		

2017 Memorial

1994...................................................25 year
1986...................................................33 year
1969...................................................50 year
1919...................................................100 year

September 2018

Sacramento
Adult Buddhist
Association
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5th Oldies-But-Goodies Dance

M

ark your calendar for the Fantabulous Adult Buddhist Association’s 5th
Oldies-But-Goodies Dance on October 20, 2018 (Saturday) at the Buddhist
Church of Sacramento, 2401 Riverside Blvd., Sacramento.

Music to be provided by Disc Jockey Don Kazama, who will cater to our eras of the
’50s, ’60s, and ’70s. Time: 7:00 p.m. – 11:00 p.m. Pupus and hosted refreshments will be
provided. Tickets are $10 per person.
Purchase your tickets from:
• Jean Kashiwada (916) 392-0958/jeankash@aol.com;
• Martha Kushida (916) 393-3093/dockush6@sbcglobal.net;
• Carolyn Murata (916) 939-0667/ccmurata@gmail.com;
• Wayne Kurahara (916) 392-3022/kurahara@sbcglobal.net;
• George Kashiwagi (916) 363-5941/georgegkashiwagi@yahoo.com;
• Virginia Uchida (916) 421-3538/Uchida9@comcast.net;
• Grace Hatano (916) 451-7520/bghat1@sbcglobal.net;
• Karen Adachi (916) 392-3206/karenadachi@aol.com;
• Irene Takeda (916) 393-9560/itakeda@comcast.net;
• Misa Oshiro (916) 427-5059/cmkoshiro3@msn.com;
• Bob Nishimoto (916) 422-9415/BNish@sbcglobal.net;
• Tosh Ohara (916) 248-6012/toap@sbcglobal.net; or
• John/Elaine Yoshikawa (916) 383-4755/spyron@aol.com.
They can also place your ticket(s) at “will call” at the church to be retrieved on the day
of the event.
You can pay for your tickets through one of our members, pay at the time of the dance,
or you can submit your payment to the church office, 2401 Riverside Blvd., Sacramento,
CA 95818, but please let one of us know that you’ll be attending for head count
purposes.

Support the
Betsuin through
Amazon Smile

Invite friends and family. See you there!

• Go to: smile.amazon.com.
• Log in or create a new account.
• Select “Buddhist Church of Sacramento” in the charity search box.
• Bookmark it, and shop away!
It doesn’t cost you anything and the temple gets a small percentage of all qualified
purchases.

Where Does
Your Donation
Go?
Brian Hatano, President

W

hen you donate to the Buddhist Church of Sacramento, your tax-deductible
contribution helps support the operation, maintenance and many programs of
the temple. Likewise, your membership dues and income generated from our
annual Bazaar in August help sustain the church throughout the year. Donations to the
temple are placed in the General Operating Fund.
In addition to the General Fund, you may direct your donations to the church to benefit
one of our many programs, such as Scouts, Dharma School, ABA, SBWA, Minister
Assistants, or for a capital expenditure project.
You may also contribute to the Legacy Endowment Fund, which is a long-term
investment in which the principal remains untouched — only the interest generated is
used. The fund is managed by financial professionals and the LEF Board. Contributions
to the fund help fulfill these needs in a timely manner without undertaking major
fundraising or depleting general operating funds.
Specific needs include:
• Educational programs/scholarships for members, ministers, ministerial candidates
plus perpetual or periodic scholarships
• Eitaikyo: Renovation and general maintenance of the temple shrine.
Of course, cash and checks are greatly appreciated, but your donations can be in the
form of automobiles, and of distributions from IRAs, stocks and bonds. We also can take
credit cards in the office. Click on the Amazon Smile logo on our website to enable the
Betsuin to get a commission on your purchases on Amazon.
Thank you for your ongoing support of the Buddhist Church of Sacramento. Because
of your generosity, we have a vibrant and active Sangha — one of the largest in the
Buddhist Churches of America organization. Our rich legacy began with our founding
in 1899, with the mission to sustain the temple for the present and generations to come.

